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Highlights from the past
- The 1st Steering Committee meeting of The 8th IEEE GCC Conference and Exhibition, to be held in Oman, on Feb. 1-4, 2014, was held in Oman on June 6th, 2014. IEEE Bahrain Section Vice Chair represented the Section in this meeting.
- Reach out to the Section members via personal contact for more members involvement in the Section activities was very promising and triggered a lot of interest to get involve in future IEEE Bahrain Section activities

Future activities
- Section Social Event (Dinner and Certificates for the Section volunteers
- SAC Event 01: full-day major event titled "Engineering Day", University of Bahrain (UoB)
- WiE Event 03: "Home Automation” Technical seminar/field trip
- Planning and execution of the Technical Seminars Program
- IEEE Bahrain Section website re-design and development

Best practices
- IEEE Bahrain Section has set its focus on students and young professional with the aim to get more members from this community, who will be the future executive of IEEE Bahrain Section and to inject fresh and innovative youth drivers of IEEE mission. This will ensure early "succession plan” execution and section vitality
- To expand the Executive Committee members to include more officers other than Chair, Vice Chair, Treasurer, Secretary. This will encourage more Section members to get involved in the section activity and push IEEE mission forward

Points of concern / Topics for future discussion
- How can the Section increases the members of IEEE Bahrain Section?
- How to increase students members and push student activities?

Miscellaneous
- Development of the Section Governing Document
- The Section Registration